The people of the kingdom were searching for a wife for their prince. The Queen, Aggravain, was determined to test each royal candidate. Prince Dauntless loved Winifred but his overprotective mother needed proof of her royalty. After a grand hall, Winifred was tested... Could she sleep on mattresses hiding a pea? She passed the test—and got the prince. And they lived happily ever after.

Winifred, "Call me Fred," swam the moat and captured a prince in S.I.R.'s May production of Once Upon a Mattress. Original sets, costumes, lighting effects set the scene and 22 delightful performers brought the story to life. Over 1,000 cheered the production and the profits help continue the work of S.I.R. Later in the year a non-book musical-comedy-revue, the annual SIRiernity Capades, will be presented.
The word "revolution" scares a lot of people, especially middle-class, middle-aged people who are relatively comfortable. "Revolution" connotes drastic change and upheaval, where the have-nots take from the haves. But when the word "revolution" is used today, it does not necessarily mean a Marxist takeover of our capitalist system. In many places it now means "liberation" and has broader appeal as people attempt to find new means of addressing oppression... One thing is sure: The needs and demands of the people, particularly the minorities, are not being met and the natives are restless and rebelling.

In the homosexual rights movement, impatient people have turned to the Gay Liberation Front. This movement has been in serious trouble in attempting to sustain mature leadership. In many cases it has denied any format of organization and allowed its members "to do their own thing." The resulting anarchy has discouraged many from joining and its alliance with non-homosexual issues has made it clear that there is no real plan for liberation and certainly no direction. Followers demand more mature leadership. In many cases the GAA's strategy is more primary in its New York group but it is moving — and moving for gay liberation — not 43 other liberal causes.

MEMBERS MUST BE ACTIVE

The formula of GAA is simple and effective: A tight active membership and a large number of memberships following. It does this by requiring that to gain membership you must attend three Open Meetings in six weeks (the meetings are weekly), attend an orientation class, and be on one committee. Then you can pay the $1 entrance fee and may remain a member as long as you are an active member of one committee. GAA does not have non-participating members.

"Zapping" is a GAA word that has proven to be most effective: GAA moves before legislatures, boards, commissions, psychiatrists, etc. and it is fighting this in the courts. In March of this year 3,000 New York gay people attended a GAA-sponsored Gay Liberation Festival. It has an aim of becoming a national force and other!

"The Gay Militants" by Donn Teal
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Richard Elmon
Male Models

Always over 20 models to choose from

Honest
■ Discreet
■ Confidential

All have “That Richard Elmon Look” that has made us famous

For a full nude photo composite edition of these models, send $3 to cover cost of mailing and handling of May VECTOR “Collectors” edition.

Photos: Eddie Van

P.O. Box 14261
San Francisco 94114

(415) 285-0588

You don’t have to whisper our name

Dick

Lee

Richard Elmon
Male Models

Wanted: Two lawyers with the courage to run for the offices of Supervisor and District Attorney.

REFORM . . . The cycle of interest in prison reform has crested and is on the wane (for the umpteenth time). Homosexuals should be interested in the experience of one man who was just released from the California Men's Colony and is now living with his lover in the City. The release procedure requires that the men be processed through San Quentin. The State of California's discharge gift: a gang fuck by a dozen of the long-term inmates.

BI-SARS . . . It has been many a moon since San Francisco claimed a mixed bar or restaurant of the type which abound in the Lavender Guides of other lesser cities. The reason is typically San Francisco that some establishments are now homo and hetero. In other places the gays quietly occupy; here they have been invited to invade. The straights have discovered that one of the bulges in the boys' Levi's is cash needed to bolster sagging business.

SPECTATOR ONLY . . . Fearless McCabe's deign to discuss homosexuality caused many of the boys to come in their jeans, but prematurely. His statement, "I came to term with my own homosexual problem about 20 years ago, when living in Mexico" is not to be interpreted that Mr. McCabe is a Taco Queen, past or present. Rather, he had always considered sexual relations within a sex obscene until faced with the decision of associating with either boring straights or spirited gays in Mexico. He accepted the latter but only on a social level - the gay is still "unhappy" and the gay's greatest enemy is the "latent homosexual." Spectator McCabe is just that; he is of the genre who have traditionally drowned all latent feelings in booze.

MONOPOLY . . . One of our gracious readers questioned the necessity of our publishing Vector when the L.A. Advocate is available. We explained that we publish in order to protect the Chronicle and the Examiner from an anti-trust law suit. When the two big ones started getting incestuous our most competent anti-trust lawyer, Mayor Alioto, waved about representing the prosecution against these two stalwarts. He declined the honor and strangely since then ne'er a word of condemnation, or even criticism of any degree, of the mayor appears in our metropolitan papers. Vector is attempting to voice some comment in order to let the Justice Department know that all the news is printed in San Francisco, somewhere. And, specifically to that reader: the Advocate is a newspaper. Vector is a magazine.

WITHHELD . . . What the good citizens of San Diego, Los Angeles, Denver, and Seattle know that we don't know in S.F. is that Mayor Alioto is in real trouble. His Honor breezes back into town from his legal battles full of cheer and confidence, and one has to admire his bravado, but our leader could well face the possibility of an extended confinement as a guest of the federal government. It would be exceedingly embarrassing if the Mayor were to win the next political battle for re-election only to lose the legal battle to retain his freedom. If this becomes too much a threat the City's Camera Ocura will suggest that Joe retire. This might even cause the Republicans to take some of the heat off him.

EENIE, MEENIE, MINEY, MOE . . . Who will we get if not Joe? As we go to press the Democrats are in turmoil and the Republicans in confusion. The Democratic play plan calls for Alioto to pass the ball to Henning, if he's still in the line up. He's awaiting a call from the Labor team to take over as Captain. If that happens, things may get out of control. Both Supervisors Mendelsohn and Pelosi would like to carry the ball but waiting impatiently on the bench is Feinstein ready to take over as Captain. If this happens, headlines may decide to send in his player. The kindest thing that can be said of the Republicans is that they have beautiful equipment but no players. What they really need is a Roman Catholic Black labor leader with a Jewish wife and a gay son.

DRINK, DRANK, DRUNK . . . Snookey Nelder has just joined the "Alcoholics are Sick, not Bad" crusade, but the police will continue to pick up the drunks and deposit them at the dry-out clinics' doorsteps. This is not all altruistic concern. The drunk pickup accounts for a good portion of the police function and finan­cial justification: it's an enticement for the police to know who over-imbibes indis­cretely; and, so many City-County officials and employees are alcoholic that a police drunk wagon screening can pro­tect reputations. Prediction: when the police find out how much of the alcohol­ism is caused by repressed homosexuality they'll go back to using the City Jail Drunk Tank again!

LEGAL FORCATION . . . A football player, who signed the letter correcting the misinformation about the Center for Special Problems is respected throughout our community. He is now in private practice and can be recommended without question to anyone seeking individual or group therapy. He is conducting a special group for couples.

RECOMMENDED . . . Ron Lee, the psychiatric social worker who signed the letter correcting the misinformation about the Center for Special Problems is respected throughout our community. He is now in private practice and can be recommended without question to anyone seeking individual or group therapy. He is conducting a special group for couples.

WANTED . . . Two lawyers with the courage to run for office: one to be a candi­date for S.F. Supervisor, an office that can be won; the other, to run for District Attorney, an office that can't be won but a good showing will provide bargaining power for the homosexual community.
Letters to the Editor

"it is time to throw in the make-up sponge, do a graceful bow and thank the program typesetter who voted for me."

Congratulations!
Your "new Vector" is great—certainly worth the price increase. I'm new to this area and find that Vector is by far the leader of all the currently available that are circulated for the homosexual community. Vector has a more stable quality.

Thanks for replacing the purplish cartridge on your "Letters" page. The one has always been brighter than the Pope's.

Rick Larson
San Francisco

Editor, Vector

You've done it. Vector is now dead. No one will pay $1 for it unless they're crazy. How do you think you can get away with it?

A Friend
Oleum, California

Well, people are still buying Vector. Now they pay the cost of two beer meals, instead of one beer. . . . Passage rates just went up. Paper costs are up. Printing and printing expenses are up. Just how do you propose we meet the expenses of this slick magazine? And why are such letters always unsigned?

Editor, Vector

We all hate to see the price of Vector go up but it is the best gay magazine in the country and if it is getting better. The readers should understand the necessity of raising the price. When they realize that Vector was being distributed at a net loss to S.I.R., they will be willing to pay the $1 a month willingly . . . Vector is important and people should be willing to support it.

Aubrey Bailey

Editor, Vector

In response to Gene Damon's article on The Ladder magazine, I would like to point out that the National Organization did not vote to dissociate from The Ladder until certain people forced it to by relocating the publication to Reno, Nevada. Daughters of Bilitis would gladly have supported and benefitted from another Ladder publication. (Of course! We're not an organization and minority groups. The Police Officers Association of San Francisco has attacked the courts locally and has called them to task for "being too lenient." The publication of this group has threatened to be improved and not damaged by these policies.

Dear George,

I have been the sounding board for a rash of complaints from members of San Francisco's modeling community and other individuals as well. These complaints are directed to S.I.R., Vector, Richard Elmon, and Eddie Van. They concern the issue of the relationship between model agency, one model, and the responsible members of the Vector staff and other members of S.I.R.

1. Why has Richard Elmon been the only agency in town with the privilege of displaying his models in S.I.R.'s magazine?
2. Why has Eddie Van been given autonomous power to handle the Vector cover boy money and then use this power to promote his own personal fortunes through the Elmon Agency so that he could advertise and sell the May Factor as his own agency brochure through the Berkeley Ball at $3.00 per copy?
3. Has the S.I.R., membership been given a voice in the editorial policies governing Vector's use of nudity? If not, what measures have been taken to guarantee that S.I.R.'s reputation will be improved and not damaged by these policies?
4. I have given considerable thought to the matter and have come up with a few suggestions:
   a. Revert to Vector's original policy of paying the cover boy model for his services and providing appropriate credit to his photographer.
   b. Appoint a disinterested S.I.R., member either from the Vector committee or the Public Relations Committee to supervise the selection of a model and a photographer. This selection could be accomplished by consulting professionals in their respective fields; or model-photographer combinations could be selected on a rotating basis with due consideration given to quality of input and ability to meet deadlines.
   c. Allow mass distribution of Vector only by individuals and firms approved by the Board of Directors.
   d. Actively discourage the sale of Vector at prices higher than authorized by the Board of Directors.

It seems to me that centralized control of this matter has been lacking because of your desire to devote as much time as possible to the many other areas of Vector expansion and in preparation. And you have done a splendid job in this regard.

Most sincerely,

Don Nesland, Sub-chairman S.I.R., Public Relations

The "rash of complaints" have never reached us. Yours is the first complaint that we have had on this matter.

Eddie Van has spent a small fortune on a new photo lab for Vector magazine. He has actually bankrupted himself by giving up much of his modeling work in order to photograph our cover men and events such as last month's Golden Awards. He receives no compensation for hundreds of hours of work for this magazine, except minor amounts for supplies. If this exploitation then we want to be exploited more often.

Only the editor of this magazine selects the Vector cover man. This month's photo of Dick is by Gary, who brought you Phillip in February. Eddie Van has been made Director of Photography for this magazine. If they have been complaints about his relationship with Vector, we would like to hear them personally. Richard Elmon is not associated with Vector.

(Continued on Page 42)
What do you do with all of your time during the day? There are nearby scenic places to visit such as tropical gardens, waterfalls, lava beds, an orchid exhibit plus hula dancing exhibits, diving exhibits (Hmmm!), band concerts, and more that are fully explained in the tourist manuals, free advertisers and guide books available everywhere in Honolulu. Of course, boy watching is one of the favorite pastimes of homosexual visitors and so let us discuss that:

The boys are to be found primarily at Ala Moana Park and Waikiki Beach. These areas are basically straight, but that does not preclude meeting people. After all, keep in mind that the Aloha friendly spirit is everywhere in the islands.

When you walk along the beach do not overlook the area called Prince Kuhio Beach. This is where surfboards are rented out and it is certainly the best place to see the handsome surfers.

Fort DeRussy is reserved for the military but the beach area is also open to the public.

In the area called Queen Surf (how appropriate) you will discover the gay population lounging about. The congregation point is just off the Diamond Head on the East side of the closed restaurant. Some of this crowd sun bathes in front of the Kimana Beach Hotel, where there is a beachside bar.

The International Market Place is another very busy area but it is not gay. Many people buy at the shops here because it is a passageway to many hotels behind the market place. In the evenings, this area is always packed with milling people.

In the EARLY morning hours, the tourist crowd thins out and the “ladies of the evening” and a good sampling of homosexuals come out. The police do not bother anyone. Most of the people tend to walk along the main hallway between Joe’s, an all-night cafe, and the Holiday Inn, near Kapiolani Avenue.

The gay bath and gay bars are within walking distance of Waikiki. Take the bus there and then walk back late at night (you have an excuse — the buses stop at midnight). Nice things could happen to you before you reach your hotel room.

Oh, yes, you have to eat out if you haven’t bought food and are eating in your room. It is impossible to give a partial listing of restaurants and snack places as there are too many of them . . . The more established places have menus posted outside so you can check the items and prices yourself. If you are on an economy trip you could eat at “Smorgy Boys” which has a $2.00 buffet. There is even a MacDonalds and a Jack-in-the-Box at Waikiki (where the surfers eat) . . . The food is strictly blah but the view is mouth-watering . . . If you want to eat in one of Honolulu’s expensive, quality restaurants it is suggested that you do so for lunch when the prices are lower.

The kamaainas (local residents) tend
to be vague in giving instructions; they refer to landmarks that they know but you, as a tourist, do not know. It is suggested that you get a road map from a filling station if you plan to venture out on your own. Condensed and simple maps of Honolulu are to be found in the Tour hotel give-aways in the hotels.

If you are in Honolulu and are friendly and venturesome and about your favorite here. This is a listing with the latest (June, 1971) information on each one:


- **COCKTAIL CENTER**: 435 Atkinson Dr., near Aloha Mauka Blvd. 964-7172. Just around the corner from YMCA. Look for "Parking" sign. Cocktail hour 2-4 p.m. and later. Roof and Roby. Take no. 2, no. 8 or no. 19 buses . . . or walk.

- **QUESTION MARK**: 1420 S. Beretania St., near Kamehameha Ave., 949-9006. Across from the police station. The Thomas fried chicken. Open to 1 a.m. Monday-Sunday.


- **THE ISLAND CLUB**: 825 Keeaumoku St., near Keeaumoku Blvd. Located in the Chinatown area, across from the Waikiki Grand Hotel. Look for the "O'Keefe" sign. Cocktail hour 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Closed at night, early a.m. Sign, go right to "M's Print Shop" and then straight tourists out. Don & Ralph. You'll love Ralph. The Apartment is a Membership bar . . . $2.00; members may bring friends for $1. This is to keep straight tourists out.

- **THE GLAD**: 152 No. Hotel Street, near Maunakea. Located in the Chinatown area, across from weed, a famous restaurant. Dragon shows and a (free) Kauai rough guide. Boston, a watching.
FACIAL & BODY HAIR PROBLEMS?

- Ingrown hairs under your collar?
- Hair on your ears?
- Too low a hairline?
- Unattractive eyebrows?

DO YOU HAVE -
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- Unattractive eyebrows?
- Too low a hairline?
- Hair on your ears?

ELECTROLYSIS

36 So. El Camino Real, No. 304
San Mateo, California 94401

Specializing in improving your appearance by removing hair at an attractive arch to your brows — adjusting your hairline and giving the nape of neck and opening of ears.
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MARCH TO CAPITAL
UNITY SQUARE
RALLY – JUNE 19

Saturday, June 19 is the date to remember. At noon, thousands of homosexuals will gather in San Francisco's Union Square for a rally for homosexual rights. On Sunday, June 20 there will be another rally at Lake Merritt in Oakland that will send off fifty chosen marchers for the trek to the state capitol at Sacramento.

Only fifty will march and they will be screened for physical fitness as the march is 100 miles and there will be only walking. Food and lavatory facilities will be provided by the march committee. Those who are willing to march the entire trip, may contact S.I.R. M.C.C. Emmaus House for more information.

The fifty marchers will be joined by thousands as they enter Sacramento on Thursday, June 24 and then participate at a rally on the capitol steps on Friday noon, June 25.

Infringements upon the civil liberties of an individual probably occur most frequently in the employment practices of private businesses. Believing this to be of vital importance to everyone, the S.F. Committee of the American Civil Liberties Union of Northern California has formed a committee whose primary concern is the civil liberties of individuals in relation to private and quasi-public organizations.

Since civil liberties infringements are most likely to develop from the hiring and firing practices of these organizations, the committee first decided to find out about these practices by sending out a questionnaire recently to over 500 employers in San Francisco. Specific questions in areas not covered by law, such as "hair," sexual orientation, political and social activism, and marital status were asked, along with three "Women's Lib" questions thought to be outside the scope of the Civil Rights Act. The last question explicitly requested if employers had an established way to know what was expected of them, especially regarding their appearance and behavior on the job.

Surprisingly only 50% of those responding had personnel manuals.

The answers provided some interesting results. The largest response concerns jobs being reserved for women, with 26% replying that they do so (this is reduced to 19% by excluding those employers who to treat only the position of Secretary in this manner). This apparent interest in reserving jobs for women is matched by the large affirmative responses to "restrictions" and "limitations" (19% and 16%) on women. It seems that only the low level jobs are for women only; advancement is reserved for men. As might be expected, "hair" was given as the most likely reason for an applicant to go unhired or for an employee to be fired. Also it appears that employers are about equally concerned with hair, sexual orientation (16%) and dress and sexual orientation (16%)

Minorities appear to be fired. Also it appears that employers are about equally concerned with an employer's sexuality was often whether one did or would fire an employee who was a homosexual, too old, or had long hair.

The questionnaire also included questions regarding union and political activities. While 49% of those responding indicated that they were not concerned with these areas listed. Statistics showed that if a company did not hire people with long hair, it was almost certain not to hire someone who dressed non-conventionally. Concern was expressed, although to a lesser extent, about beliefs concerning unions and politics. It is possible that employers would likely reserve some jobs for women. Particularly evident is the correlation between limitations on women's advancement, restrictions on women, and jobs reserved for women, which is not unexpected. Of note is that Membership in Organizations and Interest in Helping Minorities appear only in groups of five items. This indicates that an employer who discriminates in these areas seeks those who conform to a strict stereotype.

Repeated attempts to get the cooperation of the large and powerful Chamber of Commerce and the Downtown Association business groups were unsuccessful. There was a solid wall of protection with respect to any intrusion (even a simple inquiry) into the employment practices of a private employer. The result was a small (8.5%) response to questionnaire. It was obvious that the business associations were not fighting against discrimination and were protective of their members' right to discriminate.

Fifty marchers joined by thousands as they entered Sacramento on Thursday, June 24 and then participate at a rally on the capitol steps on Friday noon, June 25.

You Remember? At The Village on Sunday, June 13 two performances at 3 and 7:30 p.m. The Vector boys will join Perry for two autograph parties ... between 3 (15 to 6:30) at Jackson's and after the last show at Q.T.

Two singers, Fred Howell and Walter Hilton, assist Perry and the boys; Mary is at the organ and the clever mime-impersonator, Jaye Sutherland has joined the group. Tickets for the June 13 performances are $3.50 and $4.50.

An Employers Survey by ACLU

Just don't "look" gay - in two areas, etc. An example of discrimination in three areas is the case where an employer said he would not hire an applicant or fire an employee who was a homosexual, too old, or had long hair.

Fortunately, only two percent of the employers responding to our survey said they would not hire an applicant or fire an employee who was a homosexual, too old, or had long hair. Particularly distressing is the fact that the almost half (49%) of those responding said they discriminate in at least one area and 40% did so in two or more areas.

More encouragingly, 42% reported that they did not discriminate in any of the areas listed. Statistics showed that if a company did not hire people with long hair, it was almost certain not to hire someone who dressed non-conventionally. Concern was expressed, although to a lesser extent, about beliefs concerning unions and politics. It is possible that employers would likely reserve some jobs for women. Particularly evident is the correlation between limitations on women's advancement, restrictions on women, and jobs reserved for women, which is not unexpected. Of note is that Membership in Organizations and Interest in Helping Minorities appear only in groups of five items. This indicates that an employer who discriminates in these areas seeks those who conform to a strict stereotype.

Repeated attempts to get the cooperation of the large and powerful Chamber of Commerce and the Downtown Association business groups were unsuccessful. There was a solid wall of protection with respect to any intrusion (even a simple inquiry) into the employment practices of a private employer. The result was a small (8.5%) response to questionnaire. It was obvious that the business associations were not fighting against discrimination and were protective of their members' right to discriminate.

Dick Gayer, S.I.R. Board member, serves on the American Civil Liberties Union Council's committee that initiated the survey. Larry Littlejohn, former S.I.R. president, serves on the Committee itself. Those who are interested in becoming active in this civil liberties work may contact the A.C.L.U. at (415) 433-2750.

Lawrence Spears
Tullah

Quips and Advice
to the Vector Readers
from Our Friend
in Pennsylvania

Tullah Hanley cavorted photographically with the Vector staff in the April issue of this magazine. Now she presents her written observations and some advice in an open, unembellished style for her many friends in the gay community... exclusively for Vector.

As we go to press, Mrs. Hanley is relaxing at her home in Bradford, Pennsylvania before she begins another tour of parties and charity benefits in major cities around the globe. For those who come in late, Tullah is the million-dollar woman who recently endowed the San Francisco DeYoung Museum with considerable art from the Hanley Collection. She is always the center of attention wherever she goes because she is an alert conversationalist and a most talented dancer.

Tullah will join the Vector staff as a regular columnist if Vector receives adequate mail response to this feature. Address: Editor, Vector, 83 Sixth Street, San Francisco, CA 94103.

Nobody has a right to live in this world without contributing something to it, because we are in this world in transit to Eternity. A woman like me should not disappear from earth without a lasting memorial. I aspire to inspire... before I expire.

... for machinery maintenance.

I want to be one of the ten best undressed women in the world. People say that I look like a princess; it is because I'm of royalty. I want to be remembered...for machinery maintenance.

We must always look for fine quality in Art, in friends, in lovers. The true secret of youth is zest for life, a keen interest in every­one and everything, a spiritual awareness, and the love of things and of people... We must recognize that the men and women we meet are our brothers and sisters — you must believe in in­cend.

I loved my husband, dearly, in our strictly spiritual married life. Believe me, you can love a rich man as well as a poor one; let's not be prejudiced against millionaires!

Money is actually not important... it is VITAL! However, it should be used for your freedom and to bring joy to others.

The secret of my happy marriage was, we compromised: He was always right! Just in case you want to get married some day, yes — you could lose your mind, I assure you that married life is not difficult, only the time of adjustment... the first 25 years.

In love and in business, for success, one must concentrate on it, believe in it, work over your body, and give it all you've got, take from it all you can... without hurting others.

We must always look for fine quality in Art, in friends, in lovers. The true secret of youth is zest for life, a keen interest in every­one and everything, a spiritual awareness, and the love of things and of people... We must recognize that the men and women we meet are our brothers and sisters — you must believe in in­cend.
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The Archdiocesan Commission on Social Justice has recommended to the San Francisco Board of Supervisors that it add a prohibition of discrimination on the basis of "sexual orientation" to the City's Nondiscrimination Ordinance in Employment. The Commission stand was taken following a meeting with the Religious Committee of the Society for Individual Rights. The Commission has combated various forms of employment discrimination during its seven-year history. The Commission has lay, religious and clergy members, both men and women, from various ethnic groups.

In a letter to Board of Supervisors President Mrs. Dianne Feinstein, Commission Chairman Rev. Eugene J. Boyle urged the Board to "conduct hearings on this subject and then proceed to corrective legislation." Father Boyle noted that "If the Human Rights Commission is to implement such legislation, it must be given adequate staff.s.

"The Commission also urged State legislators to remove from the California State Code "all laws dealing with private sexual acts between consenting adults."

The Church still exerts a strong influence on men's thinking, especially concerning the labelling desirable and undesirable classes of people. For centuries the Church has been considered undesirable. Now is the time, with sex law reform having been introduced in several states, including California, for churchmen to work to raise the status of gay people to acceptability and to full equality with all other peoples.

The Society for Individual Rights, through its Religion Committee, is now more aggressively calling upon the Church to help remove the anti-homosexual biases that exist in private and government employment, in housing and in education (both as student and teacher), in the family and within the Church itself.

A recent attempt to get Church support for the homosexual was successful. Reverend Eugene Boyle, Chairman of the Commission on Social Justice of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of San Francisco, met with Reverend Robert Richards of the Community of St. John the Beloved, a Catholic ministry within the gay community; Reverend Tom, a Catholic priest; Dick Gayer, Religion Committee Chairman Rev. Eugene J. Boyle and Mr. Delury requested a statement that they could use as a guideline at the end of the session.

It is most important that this may have been the only meeting ever conducted between Catholic Social Justice Committee members and homosexuals. Never has a Roman Catholic priest, of such high respect and standing in a community, as the Reverend Eugene Boyle expressed such concern, understanding and a willingness to aid homosexuals. He expressed his full support for homosexual law reform and his opposition against discrimination against homosexuals.

Reverend Richards explained the general feeling on the part of gay Catholics that the Church has been one of the major instruments of oppression of homosexuals. He urged that officials of the Church fulfill their moral obligation and aid in stopping the hate, prejudice and discrimination directed against homosexuals. Richards said that thousands of Catholics are alienated by the Church because of its ignorance and lack of understanding and love toward gay brothers and sisters.

The Church was moving toward acceptance of the homosexual, Reverend Tom explained, and that it might eventually accept even gay marriages and gay priests. (Recently, a noted Catholic psychiatrist said that adjusting to homosexuality was the main concern of priests and nuns under his care).

The get-together was very much an encounter-group and Reverend Boyle and Mr. Delury requested a statement that they could use as a guideline at the end of the session.
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The local MCC has expanded its weekly newsletter to include the listing of some S.I.R. events. Their new Center is located at 1760 Market St. . . . 864-3576.

Lt. Jerry Shaughnessy, vice squad head, says that the recent conviction of a porno film maker may mark the start of a new era in which he will be allowed to suppress more pornography in this city. He boasts, "Perhaps now we'll be able to clean them out now?" . . . Municipal Judge John O'Kane had given a local film maker six months in county jail and a $1,000 fine.

S.F. State College had a gay dance recently with live music and a light show. These will be repeated periodically. Check with Gay Lib on campus for info.

NOVA, an active Bay Area gay women's social group, has camping trips, parties, etc. Write: Box 6184, Albany, Calif. . . . NOW, the women's liberation group, now has a mechanics class for women. Call 339-1776 for information.

The Daughters of Bilitis (DOB) has groups in San Francisco, Los Angeles, New York, Boston, New England, Detroit, Atlanta and Denver. Check your local telephone directory or write DOB, 1005 Market St., Suite 208, San Francisco, for information.

Emmaus House, 1488 Vallejo (near Polk), urges local homosexuals to "Go to a S.I.R. function. The Society for Individual Rights has probably done more than any gay organization in the fight in California for law reform." . . . This new group says it has a large variety of activities and services for local homosexuals. They have a $60,000 building fund goal, meanwhile they will welcome the donation of a new rug. Drop by for a free cup of coffee.

SF Board President Dianne Feinstein told her fellow supervisors that she opposed a resolution proposed by John Barbagelata that would have requested that the SF Chronicle drop its "adult movie house" ads. Supervisor Pelosi agreed that, "we are in no position to tell The Chronicle or any other newspaper what to print or what not to print." . . . Finally a toned-down resolution was unanimously passed that stated that the Board was for "public good and public morality." Another resolution calling for "adult movie houses ads to stop" was sent to committee.
Probable the most fantastic female impersonator today, and a brilliant comedian as well!
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Chrisman Guilty — Misdemenors

The Charles Chrisman case has been settled out-of-court by Superior Judge Lee Vavrus. The second trial was barely under way when the compromise settlement was reached between Assistant District Attorney John Dwyer and Defense Attorney Evander Smith.

Three felony charges against Chrisman have been dismissed. In exchange, Chrisman pleaded guilty to two misdemeanor charges — assault on Officer Gary Fox, whose pants leg was brushed by Chrisman's car, and battery against Officer Al Baldocci, who sustained a minor injury when struck by the car.

It was stipulated that the No. 241 assault and No. 243 battery charges would be treated as misdemeanors although they could have been treated as felonies. Chrisman also received a $625 fine and a one year suspended sentence in the county jail and three years probation. His plea record will be expunged after the probationary period.

Chrisman originally had a 10-2 (for conviction) hung jury in the first trial. He could have received life imprisonment on the original felony charges and he was in no position to try his luck with another jury and possibly spend his life in jail. As the 47-year-old man says today: "I'm glad it's over with... the police were under tension and upset and they simply over-reacted."

The incident that led to Chrisman's arrest took place in December, 1970, when he was shot several times by police officers outside of a San Francisco gay bar. The Stud (February 10, 1971) notes that police were investigating the usual after-bar-hours crowd outside the bar when Chrisman panicked and attempted to leave the scene in his car. In doing so, his car bumped a couple of officers and while in the car and later, running down an alley, he was shot several times. He is still recovering from leg and back injuries.

The normal group of gay liberationists and S.I.R.'s Aubrey Bailey sponsored fund-raising events to assist Chrisman with his medical and legal fees. A few affluent homosexuals donated but more important were the many who contributed small amounts. Chrisman, a somewhat effeminate "queen" gets more tricks but the poor ones didn't have such good luck. If a poor one found a rich one, he was immediately acceptable too.

I had two neighbors who were wealthy and openly homosexual. They appeared at social occasions and were accepted by all. If they had been farm workers it would have been quite different.

In the late 1950's there was a Spanish engineer who would do the gay beaches. He was self-proclaimed homosexual... but because he had money, and was good looking and talented, he flirted and was accepted.

Before the revolution groups would pick up the guys and they would often times go together. Gay bars were open, and the gays were accepted by all. If they had been farm workers it would have been quite different.

When parents find out that their son is gay in Cuba it is very bad because Cuba has strict codes about family life and some parents will disinherit a son that they find to be gay.

The gay crowd, in the Bautista years, had its own nightclubs like the Tropicana and the Sans Souci plus little clubs like Sloopy Jones and Florida, where American tourists gathered. The most famous gay bars were The Red Net and The Mad Place. Several gay bars were to be found in the TV-radio complex called CBQ.

One of the most beautiful beaches in the world and the most popular one for the gay ones was Varadero. The wildest beach was Boca Ciega, near Havana. It was great for cruising...the best this side of the Atlantic. Later, it was sad to see so many homosexuals arrested on these beaches during Castro's witch hunt. Several people were considered in Cuba, and would go to the sex movie houses. The Shanghai had live sex shows and a mixture of the gay and straight ones in the audience. It was considered a defeat if your friends saw you go into this theater.

Politics were very popular — home parties. During Bautista's regime, there were homosexuals in high offices in the government but they were left alone. Later, under Castro homosexuals all over Cuba were harassed and arrested. When I heard that a radical gay group was going to Cuba to cut sugar cane I had to smile and then to cry because that would be like putting your head in the Lion's mouth, Castro says homosexuals are "depraved."

The only time you can re-live or experience those pre-Castro days with the Cubans. That is in Miami, Florida, where so many Cubans have settled.

It was the first stop on my next vacation. I want to reaffirm my Cuban spirit.
Laurence, gay lib spokesman; and others addressed the group. Amidst shouting, the commission almost unanimously endorsed the "sexual orientation" clause. It was then sent on to the Board of Supervisors.

Forty months have passed and the Board's Social Services Committee has yet to call for public hearings on the matter or to recommend any action to the total Board. It is now thought that this new statement from an important Catholic group of the archdiocese might move the Board committee to action.

The Social Justice statement issued by the Chancery Office of the archdiocese also endorsed consensual sex legislation and called for Board President Dianne Feinstein to "conduct hearings on this subject and then proceed to corrective legislation." There was also a plea for additional staff for the Human Rights Commission "to implement such legislation," which could become a delaying factor in its actual passage.

Previously, Board President Dianne Feinstein has publicly expressed her support of consensual sex legislation but she has been reluctant to push for a "sexual orientation" clause on the grounds that it probably could not get through the present Board of Supervisors.

(Continued from Page 19)

Previously, Board President Dianne Feinstein has publicly expressed her support of consensual sex legislation but she has been reluctant to push for a "sexual orientation" clause on the grounds that it probably could not get through the present Board of Supervisors.

That gay group that wanted to move to Alpine County in California asked me to help them. I am wholeheartedly against ghettos. I do not believe in self-imposed Gay Segregation. It would be a Circus Leper Colony for tourists to visit and stare at the citizens as if they were strange animals in a self-built zoo. Why give the straights a freak show?... You are as good as your neighbors, and better. Why a "gay community"?

Homosexuality is now generally accepted throughout the world. Everybody has had a sexual experience along these lines, but I prefer boys... it is more complete with a man; the parts fit better.

It is my experience that the guy who is built small and has a great feeling behind his instrument panel, is far more successful in love than the much-publicized and envied heavies.

Please, don't for a moment think that I believe myself universally right in whatever I have said to you here. The rights and wrongs are my individual views ... I do believe what I say.

May peace and freedom be yours!

(Continued from Page 20)

...used their brains, talent, education, self-education, self respect and usefulness and have won themselves the respect of all people.
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The police were surprisingly absent when The Cocklettes did their thing at the Polk Street festival in May. The Saturday-Sunday crowds (in the thousands) cheered as members of this wild, satirical drag group pulled up their dresses, revealing it all as usual. One brave young lad took everything off as the group sang and kept the crowd calling for more.

Booths lined three blocks of Polk Street, once gay and now hip-gay, with drafts, paintings, foods, posters, etc. on sale. Outside of the Gramophone Shop several boys lined up in posing straps to Go-Go on a stage. A mad rock group, The Mowing Mane, blasted away on a huge stage at California & Polk; the crowd was so great here that no one could move.

Local gay bars were very cozy with jammed-in customers trying to get drinks. One young gay couple was observed on the street walking their confused Siamese cat. Some guys got into the huge tent where a giant, circular air-filled bed became a place to jump and let off energy. The fun never stopped until the booths began to come down.

Such an event could not have probably happened in most cities. The police were there but they turned their backs at the carryings on. They seemed to be enjoying the assignment to Polk Street.

Venerable Disease Examination
Free - Confidential
Mon., Thurs. 9:30 - 6:00
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The Gay and the Powerful

**"Will the homosexual invade the structures of power in San Francisco?"**

By Martin Stow

Homosexuals are involved in activities other than homosexuality. The Queen who is only interested in the sweater, the Stud who exhibits only interest in size, the Drag who cannot leave her adequate caricatures of today's homosexual. We are flexible in the sense that a balance is maintained cant reality.

In San Francisco this structure is relatively flexible in the sense that a balance is maintained among the various factions represented in the population. As a new group emerges it is given space in the structure, providing that it has the motivation and energy to make its presence known and felt. Those groups who do not define themselves and demand recognition are destined to be dominated by others.

The *San Francisco Chronicle* conducted a survey to determine the ten most powerful persons in the City's power structure. One hundred nominations were selected by twenty jurors. The prominent jurors represented what the Chronicle believed was a cross-section of San Francisco society: women, two Orientals, two men of the hotel and restaurant business. In addition to the Chronicle's and the Far West Research's power structures is the shadow power structure composed of powerful men who have visible public profiles, "the men behind the scene." Mayor Alioto listens to men who are well known: real estate mogul Walter H. Schorrenstein and merchant Magnin; but he also includes in his cadre of couns­elors the relatively unknown: business executive James Rudden, who is most generous with campaign contributions, and attorney William Malone, who is a specialist at collecting other people's money for political purposes. The men who from time to time were re­quired to acknowledge some who wield tremendous power in the City: Bank of America's Clausen and Peter­son, industrialists Bechtel, Kaiser, Killion and Zellerbach, unionists Goldberger and Gonzales; and developer Cahill.

What these men symbolize power, think and say is of vast impor­tance to the individual who resides within the periphery of the power structure. Mayor Alioto is a pragmatic politician; he presides from a position that requires him to acknowledge some who wield tremendous power. The police have been conditioned, usually a fun and financial, interest in the City. He is an absent landlord, a stockholder in San Francisco who expects a dividend in extra-marital sex, literary, and monetary profit. His community con­cerns are involved elsewhere.

As strange as it may seem, the Average man still resident in San Francisco is half homosexual. The gay com­munity, except for its sexual proclivity, is the most average population in the city. The Average homosexual, who is the least distinguishable from the average hetero­sexual in all other aspects, lives in San Francisco, while half the Average hetero­sexuals escape to the suburbs.

The Average city is ruled by more than one divided between the weak and the strong. The weak man is dependent upon the strong and surrenders his in­dependence to him; the Average man is independent. The master-slave relationship is responsible ultimately for the civil disobe­dience which destroys our society.

"The alternative is domination by others"
Recently six San Francisco police officers were allegedly assaulted by a young man. The police pressed charges against the suspect, who was not identified sufficiently to cause any disability. The crime was vigorously prosecuted by District Attorney Ferdon as a felony, the most serious charge possible. The manager of another nearby bar identified the same persons who had tried to force their way into his bar earlier in the evening. They had clubbed him, threatened to kill him, and then fled the scene.

Several weeks later I received a call from a prosecutor advising me that I had been charged with assault to the police officer. He explained that the police officer had witnessed the事件 the previous evening and had identified me. The driver of the car took me to the police station and charged me with assault.

On March 19, 1971, at about 2:30 a.m., I was walking on a street in San Francisco. I was approached by a stranger who asked me if I was aware of what had happened to his buddy earlier in the bar across the street. I assured him that I didn’t, but he persisted in a rather nasty way. More persons unknown to me began to approach me in a threatening manner. The driver had been allowed to assault me without any resistance. He had clubbed me, threatened to kill me, and then fled the scene.

On April 1, 1971, I received a call from a prosecutor advising me that I had been charged with assault to a police officer. He explained that the police officer had witnessed the events the previous evening and had identified me. The driver of the car took me to the police station and charged me with assault.

Several weeks later I received a call from a prosecutor advising me that I had been charged with assault to a police officer. He explained that the police officer had witnessed the events the previous evening and had identified me. The driver of the car took me to the police station and charged me with assault.

On April 1, 1971, I received a call from a prosecutor advising me that I had been charged with assault to a police officer. He explained that the police officer had witnessed the events the previous evening and had identified me. The driver of the car took me to the police station and charged me with assault.

On April 1, 1971, I received a call from a prosecutor advising me that I had been charged with assault to a police officer. He explained that the police officer had witnessed the events the previous evening and had identified me. The driver of the car took me to the police station and charged me with assault.

On April 1, 1971, I received a call from a prosecutor advising me that I had been charged with assault to a police officer. He explained that the police officer had witnessed the events the previous evening and had identified me. The driver of the car took me to the police station and charged me with assault.

On April 1, 1971, I received a call from a prosecutor advising me that I had been charged with assault to a police officer. He explained that the police officer had witnessed the events the previous evening and had identified me. The driver of the car took me to the police station and charged me with assault.
Dear Dr. Inderhaus:

The other night I had a groovy trick. We went down on each other. One thing I noticed was that his eyes were bright yellow. A friend of mine told me that the guy must have had hepatitis and that I should get a shot. Is he right?

Answer: Yellowing of the eyes (icterus) and dark urine indicate jaundice which is most commonly due to infectious hepatitis. Although the virus is usually spread by the gastrointestinal tract (through kissing, touching things contaminated by feces, etc.), the virus has been recovered from the urine of patients with active hepatitis. A gamma globulin injection, if received within three weeks of contact with the disease (the sooner the better) will often prevent or modify its expression to the disease. I recommend this.

Dear Dr. Inderhaus: I’ve been working out at a gym for several weeks and the coach says I should get more protein in my diet because it helps build muscles. I got this bottle of protein pills at a health food store and am taking them like it says on the label. Is there anything else I can do?

Answer: “Protein pills” are a horrible waste of money. Not only are they incomplete proteins (i.e. they do not contain all of the essential amino acids) but they are ridiculously expensive. To develop and function properly, muscle, like all other tissues of the body, requires not only protein but a balanced diet which will provide ample protein, fat, carbohydrates, vitamins and minerals. The foods richest in protein include meat, fish, poultry, milk, cheese, and eggs. There are many fine books and pamphlets on the subject of nutrition. The library is loaded with these books. I strongly recommend those put out by the U.S. Government Printing Office. These inexpensive pamphlets may be obtained by writing to the U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20401. There is a pamphlet office in the Federal Building in San Francisco.

Dear Dr. Inderhaus: I was born with just one testicle. Aside from the embarrassment it has always caused, I’ve been uptight about all the things I’ve been told are associated with it. Like, it means I’m sterile and can’t have kids. I have less cum than other guys; that I can never be really masculine because I can’t produce enough sperm to populate the entire country, and enough testosterone (male hormone) to adequately furnish all the body’s needs to produce a “whole male.” Is there some serious problem, however, that is, whether the missing testicle actually never developed or whether it is an “undescended” testicle, residing in the abdominal cavity. An undescended testicle is highly susceptible to the development of cancer and should be removed. If you have not been examined for this, it is important that you consult a urologist. A urologist is a specialist in diseases of the genito-urinary system. Your local medical society will give you the name of a urologist in your area.

Dear Dr. Inderhaus: My lover likes to stuff his rectum with marshmallows before we have sex. He claims that this gives him a fuller feeling and that as the marshmallows melt he gets a lift from the sugar. Is there any danger to you or really benefit from sugar this way?

Answer: Although I don’t recommend this technique for general use, I can find nothing in the ingredients or texture which would make marshmallows more dangerous than the myriad of suppositional virtues and energy phenomena really available and recommended by your friendly druggist. The wall of the lower digestive tract is quite capable of absorbing simple food substances such as sugar. I don’t know whether or not a marshmallow dissolves into such simple substances under these conditions. The “quick energy” derived in this manner (or eating sugar, for that matter) is unlikely to have any real effect on the system of a healthy individual. The body contains a large supply of readily available stored sugar and the “quick energy” derived in this manner must be largely due to the effect of the shortening of the digestive process required to process the foreign body. The energy required to do this is small and the energy derived will provide only temporary relief. The sugar will not be beneficially absorbed this way. A quick energy aid is available in the form of protein pills. The only protein but a balanced diet which will adequately furnish all the body’s needs. The body contains a large supply of protein, fat, carbohydrates, vitamins and minerals. The foods richest in protein include meat, fish, poultry, milk, cheese, and eggs. There are many fine books and pamphlets on the subject of nutrition. The library is loaded with these books. I strongly recommend those put out by the U.S. Government Printing Office. These inexpensive pamphlets may be obtained by writing to the U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20401. There is a pamphlet office in the Federal Building in San Francisco.

Answer: The absence of one testicle does not make you impotent or sterile. One functioning testicle can produce enough sperm to populate the entire country, and enough testosterone (male hormone) to adequately furnish all the body’s needs to produce a “whole male.” Is there some serious problem, however, that is, whether the missing testicle actually never developed or whether it is an “undescended” testicle, residing in the abdominal cavity. An undescended testicle is highly susceptible to the development of cancer and should be removed. If you have not been examined for this, it is important that you consult a urologist. A urologist is a specialist in diseases of the genito-urinary system. Your local medical society will give you the name of a urologist in your area.

Dr. Inderhaus is a real benefactor of the Homophile Community.

Matthew of Glendale

is coming with a Big Load of Luv, Peace, Happiness and Sex Appeal for All

Today & Always
**Dateline: SEATTLE** Activities of the Dorit Society here sound great: bridge, hiking, dancing, commissary, radio, etc. They have elected a Gay Lib male to their Board and will soon elect a woman Gay Libber.

**Dateline: PORTLAND, OREGON** in his “Baker’s Dozen,” a local column by Doug Baker, reported extensively the Portland Gay Filmboard’s “American Grass Ball,” which attracted several hundred. There was even a chartered bus from San Francisco with former “empress” Shirley Sobard. The management of the Hoy Hotel seemed happy as the bar did a $3,000 business...Delegates received a guide to local night spots: The Tavern, The Other Inn, The Apartment, Zorba The Greek, Demus’, Club Northwest, The Fly, Rounds, Renton Yacht Club and Demetris...Commented Columnist Baker: “A local meeting of Bekins Van & Storage were a mite bewildered by the Hoy activities. For悠久 times, now, the young man in blonde wig, gold boots and hot pants. He kept asking if his beard was showing.”

**Dateline: PLAYBOY** Has anyone noticed the new Old Gold cigarette ad...? It shows a young man in blond wig, gold boots and hot pants. He kept asking if his beard was showing.

**Dateline: ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI** Try Jim’s Place, 4212 Virginia for entertainment. The 80’s are here to stay. For the Red Bull in East St. Louis. Also popular...The Empire Hotel is the place to see and be seen...An activity in live performances, magazines favored restrictions on nudity and sexual activity in live performances, magazines and movies. The questions were worded differently for the two groups. The survey asked how strongly the subjects disagreed or agreed with the idea that they would support their local community on the issue of allowing homosexuals to marry. The survey found that a majority of respondents were opposed to allowing homosexuals to marry.

**Dateline: SEATTLE** The attractive Columns magazine has an article that talks about San Francisco because of its distant dancing (not so, at Hoy today) we might add. In Seattle, “you can put both arms around one man and show sex with a goat on stage”...a mite bewildered by the Hoy activities. For悠久 times, now, the young man in blonde wig, gold boots and hot pants. He kept asking if his beard was showing.

**Dateline: SAN FRANCISCO** A Frapp trampette, “Jackie”, was recently murdered. No one came forth to identify or give descriptions of his companion...Now the man has been identified as a male...The murder charge. He admitted to 13 strangulations of alleged homosexuals across the country, no two in any one state...Another reason to 1) check out that gay neighbor for the right night, 2) report any information that you have after violence happens...“Because we stand and divud- ded they will pick us up one by one” does not just apply to the police.

**Dateline: TOKYO, OHIO** Strangulations of alleged homosexuals by the Hoy Hotel seemed happy as the bar did a $3,000 business. The Hoy Hotel is the place to see and be seen...An activity in live performances, magazines favored restrictions on nudity and sexual activity in live performances, magazines and movies. The questions were worded differently for the two groups. The survey asked how strongly the subjects disagreed or agreed with the idea that they would support their local community on the issue of allowing homosexuals to marry. The survey found that a majority of respondents were opposed to allowing homosexuals to marry.

**Dateline: LONDON, ENGLAND** News is now flow from Seattle because of a two-months postal strike but...Britishers are still at the same old game. They have received unimpressive rates in the press, especially praiseworthy was the show down of two men in the House of Commons who had campaigned "bitch," The Times said: "How could anyone conceivable believe that lesbians are perverted depravers of young children, suffering from a contagious disease after hearing the editor of Arena Times. The A3 publication is located at Esme Lang & Co., BCM/SEAHORSE, London WC1. Its “Letters to the Editor” is outstanding.

**Dateline: BERKELEY** The Berkeley police department (one of their officers killed S.I.R. member Frank Bartley) may be less oppressive under plans to reorganize the police department by the new council members.

**Dateline: CHICAGO** Chicago Gay Alliance has opened its large two-story Community Center at 171 West Elm St. Hours of coffee, workshops and good vibes...Gay spots to visit here: The New Normality at 744 W. Rush Street (open to 4 a.m.) and The Kingston Mines Company Store, 235 North Loomis which is relaxed and integrated.

**Dateline: U.C.L.A.** This campus has denied recognition to the Berkeley police department, but not sex between two humans. The evidence indicates that they did not wish to justify their breach.

**Dateline: LONDON, ENGLAND** A gay Libber male to their Board and will soon elect a woman Gay Libber.

**Dateline: DATETIME TALK SHOWS** Kenneth Tynan, noted British critic and "Oh, Calculatta" writer, spoke on the Dick Cavett show. He said that personal behaviors have received unimpressive rates in the press, especially praiseworthy was the show down of two men in the House of Commons who had campaigned "bitch." The Times said: "How could anyone conceivable believe that lesbians are perverted depravers of young children, suffering from a contagious disease after hearing the editor of Arena Times. The A3 publication is located at Esme Lang & Co., BCM/SEAHORSE, London WC1. Its “Letters to the Editor” is outstanding.
**Dateline: BERKELEY** Psychedelic Venus Church still has strangelings of alleged homosexuals at Euclid & Washing­ton Streets. The Trinity Episcopal Church welcomed one of the gay sisters! Guest Jane Hoyt activities. Especially baffling was the & Co. Ltd., BCM/SEAHORSE, London WCI. Its "Letters to the Editor" is outstanding.
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You have, in fact, done a great disservice to one of the greatest men of our epoch and of our kind and probably the greatest writer in English. Shame!

Yours,

John Button
New York City

Thank you, John, for giving us the facts. It was certainly not the intent of Vector to be at all disrespectful to Mr. Auden. We do see the poem because we received permission from the publisher. Awarded magazines, we were not aware of all of the instigation about the way our paper stood, etc. The information we published about Mr. Auden was researched from two major national magazines and autobiographical material at the San Francisco Library. If your sources were wrong, then we were wrong.

I have written this letter to the Golden Award competition.

Dear Golden Awards,

Don't let this become an 'offs on a pot, old professional'! This will be the second time that I have requested you not to use my name at Award time. Look, I think your awards are fair for those who wish to be involved. I don't. I've lost two years in a row so, frankly, I'm not sure if there's a make-up show, do a graceful exit and bow to the thank you typewriter who voted for me.

In these days of rights and wrongs I fully believe I have a right to not refuse any award I've been given.

Charles Pierce

Charles is an outstanding stage entertainer and the behind-the-scene administrator of the awards is clear. You're not going to win this award so you can move on.

Treating you with respect, I remain,

one happy loser,

Charles Pierce

You could get the balls that discriminate against those with a good type to run with a good time, I know of a guy who has a different color to win.

Kip Mitchell
Stockton, Calif.

Editor, Vector

One of the balls that you advertise would not admit four of us when we arrived the other night because we were "too old." We are out in

forties and fifties.

The Lion's Lair, 427 Presidio, 931-5896, R.B.

The Lion's Lair, 427 Presidio, 931-5896, R.B.

PERRY SOUTHERN
Oakland, California

Yes, it is – and a most convenient reader of Vector magazine. See her comments in this issue.

Editor, Vector

Enjoyed the crazy photos and talk with Tottenham Hally. What I want to know is, is she a S.I.R. member?

Perry Southern
Oakland, California

"companions" in your sense... nor have they ever, in the reference made to the actual man who is constantly working, on two continents; a conservative who doesn't stand basis. He is too old and too great to be lecturing and reading, often on a one-night-

society. He, like anyone else, can buy the Federal Reserve, has an interest in the actual man who is constantly working, on two continents; a conservative who doesn't stand in their work. He is too old and too great to be lecturing and reading, often on a one-night-

nominated for the forthcoming election.

Mr. Stow has accurately indicated that we have had to resist the desire of Public Health Department in Sacramento. This has never been done, nor is it done today. Because the Center is a public health support clinic, we are not required to furnish certain epidemiological information about our patients. This includes such data as number of persons in a household, age, race and income, date of death. We do not have and never furnished personally identifying data such as name and address.

Mr. Stow has accurately indicated that we have had to resist the desire of Public Health Department in Sacramento to make more identifiable data, and so far we have been totally successful in this. We, the Staff at the Center for Special Programs, do not want a special program to restrict the confidentiality of the persons that are in the Center. We will continue to resist in every possible way, the encroaching computer society.

Sincerely,

Ronald D. Lee, ACSW
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
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Homosexual Group Therapy

1/3 Cured – 1/3 Improved – 1/3 The Same

Sociologist Weinberg’s findings that the older homosexual is better adjusted to his homosexuality through a broader perspective, interpretation and acceptance of his “maladjustment.” Hadden offers some hope to those older homosexuals who do not manifest this broader viewpoint.

Hadden places homosexuality opposed to masculinity. This is a classic position which by inference equates homosexuality with femininity. The weak masculine image, pre-conditioned by a deficiency in the quality of the relationship with the parents, is reinforced by peer rejection in childhood and adolescents. Hence group peer relationships to compensate and correctively reinforce heterosexual identity. Indeed, this is the goal that Hadden achieves: sexual relations with the opposite sex, not an “extensive personal reorganization.” Peer conditioned identity is a weak identity that requires constant support, a la Synanon and A.A. His therapy is not “uncovering” therapy but covering—“band-aid” therapy as it is known in the trade.

Hadden’s groups are doing the right things for the wrong reasons; he is substituting a significant homosexual experience for a superficial one. The additive conditioning of overt homosexual behavior, involves becoming less significant as a function of age. When Hadden, and his like-thinking colleagues, really give up over homosexual behavior as a theoretical focal point tremendous strides will be made in identity development, regardless of the secondary importance of its expression in sex object relationships.

Samuel B. Hadden, M.D. a psychiatrist, is a specialist in group therapy and is most well known in the therapeutic community for his work with homosexuals. His most recent article appears in the January, 1971 issue of Human Sexuality. A middle-of-the-road publication for homosexuals should not be turned off by Hadden’s philosophy that “in each case the varied intrapsychic barriers which prevent every individual from having a heterosexual orientation are uncovered and overcome.” We have come to accept that every zealous therapist overstates his case, but that this does not mean that one should throw out the truth along with the fiction. Hadden believes that homosexuals, across the board, are maladjusted individuals; however, he is quick to state that he is no such thing as a homosexual. From a psychological point of view there is quite correct. “Homosexual” is a sociological term which denotes a life style which will allow the individual to relate to other homosexuals in order to express their mutual homosexuality.

Psychological homosexuality is but one of many patterns of maladaptation which makes it necessary for the individual to consider “correcting” personality reorganization. It is unfortunate that Hadden does not discuss adequately these other patterns although he touches upon the most important, low self-esteem. The therapeutic process shifts the emphasis from homosexuality to other neurotic traits and patterns and the individual realizes that his homosexuality is not normal.

The therapeutic group, composed of five to ten homosexuals, meets weekly and occasionally for a one-day marathon session. The group member is at ease among other homosexuals and finds acceptance as an individual, rather than as a member of the “gay” community. The first item on the agenda is the breaking down of the rationalization that one is happy to be homosexual. As indicated previously, other neuroses are worked through. The problem of masculine identity is emphasized: “Belonging to a group that is no longer homophonically inclined enables them to improve their masculine image and to acquire a meaningful sense of self. The success of one member becomes a stimulus to the others to persist.”

Among therapists there is a well-known effect called the “third syndrome.” Hadden’s work is a good example of this: one-third cured, one-third improved, one-third the same. “About one-third of those who persist in treatment do reach an effective heterosexual adjustment. In another third improvement occurs in other neurotic manifestations and the homosexual pattern is to some degree altered.” It is not unfair to point out that this rate of success is much less than is apparent because there is a percentage that begins therapy but does not persist.

One of Hadden’s most important findings, if not the most important, is in regard to age. “A large percentage of those who are successfully treated are between the ages of 25 and 35, and I have the feeling that an adolescent and young adult group is by far the most difficult, perhaps because they have not been active long enough to be thoroughly disillusioned and hurt.” There has been a general belief among therapists that young homosexuals are the best candidates for successful treatment. This has been supported by...
ADD RATES $1 PER LINE
42 Typewriter Spaces to the Line

GAY GALS — Call for info about new introduction service. No Fee, Rusty — 861-4667
STOP SMOKING — easily, gradually & permanently. Join Smoke Watchers at S.I.R. every Tuesday, 7:00 p.m.
DE WITTERNS SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY. Learn the various aspects of photography 647-8001
GAY? DRINKING PROBLEMS? Others have found a way. We meet Fridays at 8:30 p.m. at 861 Fill St. Feel at home in rear. For information call MA 8264
DON'T OVERPAY TAXES — If you compute your own taxes you are probably paying more tax than is required. I can usually save you some of your tax. More in taxes than my fee. Most returns are $10 to $25 for Federal and State. Please phone 626-4821 for an appointment — C.E. Hukins
THE COLUMNS NORTHWEST is for the in-volved gay. Sample copies 50 cents mailed anywhere. P.O. Box 960, Magnolia Station, Seattle, Washington 98109

Piano tuning, action repair & regulating. John Hamm, 282-3170
BE A WORK OF ART — portraits, classic or contemporary. 826-6841. Call for appointment.

VOTE . . . For . . . PAUL SORENSEN for Chairman, Community Service Commission. Paul is endorsed by the Senior Citizens—Old Folks Defense League and various S.I.R. Members. Vote for Paul and you have HONESTY, DEED and TRUTH to S.I.R. Paid for by Friends of Paul Sorensen.
WE ARE THE MOST PROFESSIONAL roommates in the world. Call "Hubert." I personally visit all my clients & check references. If you are looking for someone to share or want to move into a place, call Wright Roommates, 664-6000 or 393-6480 (Oakland).

PLAY YOUR CARES AWAY — Join Tschakowski at the piano. Enjoy classical instruction where. P.O. Box 9900, Magnolia Station, Seattle, Washington 98109

If interested, please write for details and application. Include $1 for postage & handling — TRAVELMATE — 1607 Jackson • San Francisco, CA 94109

HELP WANTED — Tahoe Motel, Bar & Restaura

T EC HNICAL WRITING — Need writer for correspondence service. No Fee. Rusty — 861-4667

RANCH — Need roomate for you is our business. Contact HERB WEBB, Agent. I will serve you well. 626-6657

KARATE — Learn it. All ages. No experience necessary. Morning classes — 8:30 am. 647-8001

LO O K IN G  FO R  A T R A V E L IN G C O M­

ANTION? It's no fun going on Vacation alone.

HELP WANTED — Tahoe Motel, Bar & Restau

GAL through investment in Real Estate. There is a lot of money involved in this.

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE — Three room $160 each. Owner just purchased bldg, and will decorate to suit tenants individual taste. Near from Church/Market/Safeway. Call Herb Webb — 626-6657 — No Fee

CALIFORNIA SCENE is the bar and after-dark scene all over the state. Now in its second year.

Thank you,
S.I.R. Angels Chairman

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP IN S.I.R. ANGELS
Society for Individual Rights 83 Sixth Street San Francisco, California 94103 Telephone: (415) 781-1570 Attention: S.I.R. Angels

NAME ____________
STREET ____________ CITY ____________ STATE ____________ ZIP ____________

Enclosed please find:
□ Check
□ Money Order
□ New
□ Other
□ Renewal

In the amount of:
□ $30.00 one year S.I.R. Angels Membership
□ $1.00 one month membership
□ Any amount toward S.I.R. Angels

CLARITY — 621-9395

CITY SIGN ____________ ST RE ET ____________ ZIP ____________

5009-V, San Francisco 94101

W hen in Rome Do ... — 2.25
Gay Realization — 1.95
Gay-Safe — 1.95
Gay Realization — 1.95

E XCLUSIVE AT "LE SALON"

THE MALE MAULERS — 1.95
Hollywood Delivery Boy — 2.25
Gay Realization — 2.25

THE GAY BOOK OF ASTROLOGY — 1.95
Blackie — 1.95
The Feel-It Book — 1.95

□ 200 Boys No. 4 — 5.00
When In Rome Do ... — 2.25
Gay Realization — 2.25

□ 200 Boys No. 4 — 5.00
Gay-Safe — 1.95
Gay-Safe — 1.95

□ 200 Boys No. 4 — 5.00
Gay Realization — 1.95
Gay Realization — 1.95

THE SUPERMARKET OF RISQUE BOOKS

THE MALE MAULERS — 1.95
Hollywood Delivery Boy — 2.25
Gay Realization — 2.25

W HEN IN ROME Do ... — 2.25
Gay Realization — 2.25

□ 200 Boys No. 4 — 5.00
Gay-Safe — 1.95
Gay-Safe — 1.95

Gay-Safe — 1.95
Gay Realization — 2.25

When in Rome Do ... — 2.25
Gay Realization — 2.25

HADIE W ADEN — 1.95
Blackie — 1.95
The Feel-It Book — 1.95

□ 200 Boys No. 4 — 5.00
Gay-Safe — 1.95
Gay Realization — 1.95

AND FROM "GAY PARISIAN PRESS"

The Male Maulers — 1.95
Hollywood Delivery Boy — 2.25
Gay Realization — 2.25

□ 200 Boys No. 4 — 5.00
Gay-Safe — 1.95
Gay Realization — 2.25

THE GAY BOOK OF ASTROLOGY — 1.95
Blackie — 1.95
The Feel-It Book — 1.95

□ 200 Boys No. 4 — 5.00
Gay-Safe — 1.95
Gay Realization — 1.95

THE GAY BOOK OF ASTROLOGY — 1.95
Blackie — 1.95
The Feel-It Book — 1.95

□ 200 Boys No. 4 — 5.00
Gay-Safe — 1.95
Gay Realization — 1.95

200 Boys No. 4 — 5.00
Gay-Safe — 1.95
Gay Realization — 1.95

200 Boys No. 4 — 5.00
Gay-Safe — 1.95
Gay Realization — 1.95

The Male Maulers — 1.95
Hollywood Delivery Boy — 2.25
Gay Realization — 2.25

THE GAY BOOK OF ASTROLOGY — 1.95
Blackie — 1.95
The Feel-It Book — 1.95

□ 200 Boys No. 4 — 5.00
Gay-Safe — 1.95
Gay Realization — 1.95

THE GAY BOOK OF ASTROLOGY — 1.95
Blackie — 1.95
The Feel-It Book — 1.95

□ 200 Boys No. 4 — 5.00
Gay-Safe — 1.95
Gay Realization — 1.95

THE GAY BOOK OF ASTROLOGY — 1.95
Blackie — 1.95
The Feel-It Book — 1.95

□ 200 Boys No. 4 — 5.00
Gay-Safe — 1.95
Gay Realization — 1.95

THE GAY BOOK OF ASTROLOGY — 1.95
Blackie — 1.95
The Feel-It Book — 1.95

□ 200 Boys No. 4 — 5.00
Gay-Safe — 1.95
Gay Realization — 1.95

THE GAY BOOK OF ASTROLOGY — 1.95
Blackie — 1.95
The Feel-It Book — 1.95
Today's photography as an art form ranks with the great works of painting and sculpture in innovative genius.

A gamut of emotions . . . a tapestry of line and form are portrayed by the artistry of Kenn Duncan's camera . . . as he captures the beautiful young bodies of performers from dance, theatre and motion pictures.

A superb testimonial to the expressiveness and excitement of the human form . . . as it loves . . . leaps . . . dances . . . poses . . . performs . . . laughs . . . or simply waits . . .

"Mr. Duncan's bodies take on personalities of their own. He is a classicist in the tradition of Michelangelo."


Special Offer — Order Today!

Book Boutique
1742 Polk Street
San Francisco, California 94109

Please send me the special edition of Kenn Duncan NUDES. Enclosed is my check or money order for $15.00 (No C.O.D.'s)
(Add 5% Sales Tax in California.) Add 50¢ postage.

Name ____________________________

Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________

City ____________________________  State ____________________________  Zip ____________________________